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CONTRADICTIONS AND ANTAGONISMS – THEORY WARS!
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MIKHAIL LIFSHITS’S COMMUNIST IDEAL
DOUBLETALKING THE HOMOPHONIC SUBLIME:
COMEDY, APPROPRIATION, AND THE SOUNDS OF ONE HAND CLAPPING
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COLLECTIVE THOUGHT-ACTION: ON LECTURE PERFORMANCES, TRANSMEDIA 
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Urban morphology: an introduction to the study of the physical form 
of cities J. W. R. Whitehand and the historico-geographical 
approach to urban morphology 
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Urban morphology – city and city square
Urban typology – city square in Serbia
 Urban Morphology  and Urban Typology and Morphology
Urbana morfologija - grad i gradski trg [Urban morphology – city and city 
square].
Urbana tipologija – gradski trg u Srbiji [Urban typology – city square in Serbia]. 
Urban morphology: an introduction to the study of the physical form of cities. 
JWR Whitehand and the historico-geographical approach to urban 
morphology.
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